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MD 2007
Dr Russell’s Sea Water Cure (1750)

Benjamin Beale’s wonderful new invention

Dippers, Bathers, Kings and Princes

The Expedition of Humphrey Clinker 1771

In 1750, more than 250 years 
ago, Dr Richard Russell said 
that bathing in sea water was 
good for people’s health and 
could cure all kinds of illnesses. 

Other doctors thought his 
idea was a very good one and 
they began to treat their 
patients with sea water cures.
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Dr Russell advised his 
patients not just to 
bathe in sea water but 
to drink it as well!
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Healthy males Healthy males Healthy males Healthy males 
should bathe should bathe should bathe should bathe 
for five for five for five for five 
minutes    minutes    minutes    minutes    
before before before before 
breakfast breakfast breakfast breakfast 
every day.every day.every day.every day.

The doctors gave plenty of advice on the best 
way to bathe. They said …….

Ladies, invalids and Ladies, invalids and Ladies, invalids and Ladies, invalids and 
children should have children should have children should have children should have 
three dips lasting two three dips lasting two three dips lasting two three dips lasting two 
minutes each, three minutes each, three minutes each, three minutes each, three 
hours after breakfast hours after breakfast hours after breakfast hours after breakfast 
three times a week.three times a week.three times a week.three times a week.Sa
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Men often hired a boat so that they could row 
a little way out to sea then jump into the water 
without any clothes on while ladies (to spare 
somesomesomesome of their blushes) used the new bathing 
machines.
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Before that time the only people to use the beach 
were fishermen and smugglers. Very few people 
could swim.

Once doctors began to 
prescribe a ‘cold sea 
bath’ as a cure for all 
illnesses, sick people 
started to go to the 
coast and took their 
families with them.Sa
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In those days sea bathing was meant to be a 
treatment for illnesses and wasn’t meant to be fun. 

Ladies took off all their 
clothes then they were 
plunged quickly into the 
water by female helpers 
who were called ‘dippersdippersdippersdippers’.
Men were pushed under 
the water by male helpers 
called ‘bathersbathersbathersbathers’ – unless 
they rowed themselves 
out to sea.
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The first bathing hut on wheels was used in 
Scarborough in about 1730 - a few years 
before Dr Russell began to advise patients of 
his new ‘sea water cure’. 

It was just a hut on wheels 
that was pulled down to 
the sea by a horse. 
The bather came out of 
a door and climbed down 
some steps to get into the water but……
they could still be seen by others waiting on the 
beach!
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Something better than 
the simple hut on 
wheels had to be 
invented to stop them 
being seen and to 
save allallallall their blushes!
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This is a very old print 
of a bathing machine. 

It has a special hood 
that was invented by 
a man called 
Benjamin BealeBenjamin BealeBenjamin BealeBenjamin Beale
in the 1750s,
around the 
time of 
Dr Russell’s 
new cure.

……………….………more than 250 years ago!
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It was a hut on wheels with steps that led up to 
a door at the back (just like the ones in 
Scarborough) but Benjamin Beale had invented a 
canvas ‘modesty hood’‘modesty hood’‘modesty hood’‘modesty hood’ that would hide the 
bathers from prying eyes.  

The bather  
undressed in 
the hut which 
was then 
pulled into 
the sea 
by a horse.
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At the back was the hooped canvas hood that 
came down over the door to make a tent around 
the steps so that the bather (who had no clothes 
on) could get into the water without being seen

Ladies were 
helped into 
the sea by a 
lady dipperdipperdipperdipper
and men 
were helped 
by a male 
batherbatherbatherbather.
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In those very early days children didn’t bathe for 
fun like they do now. 
Adults, invalids and children who used the sea 
because of their health didn’t think that going 
into the sea was
fun at all!

NobodyNobodyNobodyNobody
lingered in the 
sea 250 years 
ago!
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This is an old print of the bathing machines at Brighton 250 years 
ago in the time of Dr Russell and his sea water cure.
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The caption 
on the 
picture tells 
us that the 
bathing 
machine’s 
were 
‘Smoker’s Smoker’s Smoker’s Smoker’s 
machinesmachinesmachinesmachines’ 

‘SmokerSmokerSmokerSmoker’ was the nickname of the man who owned 
these machines at ‘BrighthelmstoneBrighthelmstoneBrighthelmstoneBrighthelmstone’ which was the 
very old name for BrightonBrightonBrightonBrighton.
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A famous lady ‘dipperdipperdipperdipper’ 
in those days was 
Martha GunnMartha GunnMartha GunnMartha Gunn. 
She ‘dippeddippeddippeddipped’ the ladies 
and girls.

John ‘Smoker’ MilesJohn ‘Smoker’ MilesJohn ‘Smoker’ MilesJohn ‘Smoker’ Miles was 
a famous ‘batherbatherbatherbather’ who 
lived at that time. 
He ‘bathedbathedbathedbathed’ the men 
and boys. 

1720-1794

1726- 1815
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King GeorgeKing GeorgeKing GeorgeKing George IIIIIIIIIIII’s son, the Prince of WalesPrince of WalesPrince of WalesPrince of Wales went to 
live in Brighton and became very friendly with 
Smoker Miles and  Martha Gunn. He often invited 
Martha into the kitchen at his house. 
One day she was given some butter as a gift but
on her way out the Prince came to 
talk to her. As he kept on talking to
her he edged her nearer and nearer
the fire until it got so hot the 
butter melted and began to 
run down her dress!

Kings and Princes used bathing machines too!
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John 'Smoker' Miles, 
also became a friend of 
the Prince of Wales who 
used Smoker’s bathing 
machines at Brighton.

Smoker Miles is said to 
have pulled the Prince 
back by the ear when 
he thought he was 
straying too far into the 
waves.
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The Prince’s father, King King King King 
George IIIGeorge IIIGeorge IIIGeorge III travelled to a 
little seaside resort in 
WeymouthWeymouthWeymouthWeymouth in 1789 to bathe 
in the sea water hoping that 
the sea water would cure his 
‘nervous disorder’.
Whenever he got into the 
water a band would play 
“God Save the King”.

A cartoon drawing of 
the band playing!
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